92.7 BIG FM is back with India’s biggest radio
reality show ‘Chipak Ke Jeeto’
~ The ultimate test of endurance ~
Mumbai, 10th October 2011: India’s biggest ever reality show ‘Chipak Ke Jeeto’ which is the
ultimate test to a person’s endurance is back on popular demand. Its first leg hosted in 2007
saw the winner take home the then newly launched Hyundaii10 and this year, the show comes
back, offering marketers an excellent platform to engage with Indians just the way they like it –
through touch, see and smell. The modus operandi is simple, contestants (once approved to be
medically fit), touch the prize object for the longest period of time, without taking their hand
off the object. With minimal breaks and need for excessive concentration, resilience and
patience required, the drama sees great highs and lows as contestants fight it out for their
prized possession stretching not just into hours, but days! Conceptualized by 92.7 BIG FM, the
radio station is all set to break the last record of 72 hours and 50 minutes to an altogether new
level!
This reality show will be simultaneously held, live, across the five cities of Mumbai, Delhi,
Bangalore, Kolkata and Lucknow. The radio station is all set to roll out this creative and
engaging contest which will run for 6 weeks on air and simultaneously on ground for 3 days at a
high footfall area, which will keep the audiences engaged, hooked and booked to the prize
object, the venue or the radio sets. This contest allows on ground engagement of 12 lakhs +
audiences over 3 days in 5 cities.
Brands will get an opportunity to attract a wide range of audiences to its product as the
product will be the object of focus for 3 days with a lot of action taking place around it. Brands
can expect excellent visibility and can extract brand and product mileage through this tie up.
The contest vows to enthrall the audience both on air and off air.
The first year of ‘Chipak Ke Jeeto’ in association with Hyundai Motors in 2007 was a roaring
success with the winner getting felicitated by the Bollywood siren Ayesha Takia, along with a
slew of celebrities who visited the venue to root for the contestants. The winner finally got to
take home a swanky newly launched i10 by touching just by staying glue to it for the longest
period of time….a true test of endurance. The association with this game garnered much
curiosity and publicity for the newly launched car which is today one of the hottest selling
hatchbacks.

Mr. Soumen Ghosh Choudhary, Business Head, BIG 92.7 FM said, “It is our endeavor to create
value to both customers and consumers, and Chipak ke Jeetho is an initiative in that direction.
Post creating unprecedented hype the last time round, we are bringing back this winning
property and are confident of creating high decibel noise for both, the brand that associates
with the property, as well as for audiences who participate and follow the minute by minute
updates so closely. ”
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